2015 Health Awards

GOLD (Six clearances) 5
1. Rivergroves Chateau De Castelnau, Michael Falatach
2. Suepyr's Lights, Camera, Action, Edina and Daniel Hood
3. Despreaux Amazing Grace, Tracy Bassett and F. Cartledge
4. Despreaux La Chanteuse, Tracy Bassett and F. Cartledge
5. Euzkalzale Mont Valier, Linda Whisenhunt and Terry Denney-Combs

SILVER (Three clearances) 49
1. Braveheart's Appollos, Terri Newbauer
2. RPyr - Jail House Rock!, Terrie Strom
3. Despreaux Highlander, Tracy Bassett and F. Cartledge
4. Euzkalzale Strongsky Silent Thunder!, Terry Denney Combs, Leo Nunez Jr. and Terrie Strom
5. Tip'N Chip Heza Knockout, Merry Fleming and Judith Cooper
6. Tip'N Chips Blue Velvet, Judith Cooper, Laurie and Stephanie Gottschalk and Michael Costa
7. Tip'N Chip's Officer And Gentleman, Judith Cooper and Marcy Bankus
8. Honor's Life In The Fast Lane, Chris Saruwatari, Karen Bruneau and Bernadette Ducker
9. Pyragon's Nightsky Angelique On Lilac Hill, Stephanie Whitney and Rhonda Dalton
10. Two T's C Jacqueline Eclipse, Tim and Teresa Swain
11. Aquilon I'm Teesia At Two T's, Tim and Teresa Swain ad Sandra McCrady
12, Rivergroves Enough Said, Jean Boyd, Marcia Stewart and McKee Cox
13, Rivergroves The Name Of The Game, Marcia Stewart, McKee Cox and Jean Boyd
14. Montique's Secrets At Sanchor, Susan and Christine Tochor
15. Pyrview's Miracle At Main Street, Cynthia and Christopher Miccio
16. Thornhill's Dressed To A Tea For Solstice, Cathyrn Lundberg and Susan Tucker
17. Aquilon I'm Danny Tiggs, Sandra McCrady
18. Aquilon I'm Orville Wight, Sandra McCrady
19. Aquilon I'm Wilbur Wight, Sandra McCrady
20. Silver Creek's Eau-De-Vie, Andrew Schwab
21. Two T's Taska Hart Of Aquilon, Sandra McCrady
22. Guardena's Impyrial Absolut Creme, Carolyn, Donna and Victoria Coffman and Karen Justin
23. Cherlyn Summerhills Wild Texas Wind, Cheryl Grimshaw
24. Cherlyn's "The Donald", Cheryl Grimshaw
25. Cherlyn's Royal Enchantress, Cheryl Grimshaw
26. Cherlyn's Mr. Darlington's View From The Top, Suzie Wong and Cheryl Grimshaw
27. Cherlyn's Sun Drop Diamond, Cheryl Grimshaw
28. Framboise Chapters Voyager, Susan Atwood
29. Two T's To The Moon And Back, Joyce and Richard Prapuolenis
30. TipNChip Mamma Mia O'Montique, Deanna Knighten
31. Montique's Heart Like A Wheel, Deanna Knighten
32. Impyrial's Super Hero, Karen Justin
33. Tip'NChip N Mistral's Daisy Duke, Judith Cooper and Dan and Christine Hodel
34. Montique's Legacy Of The Brickyard, Deanna Knighten
35. Oneida's Lone Eagle, Brigitte and Denver Doxtator and Cindy Palmer-Hughes
36. Palin's Kissed By The Tuscan Sun, Gary and Francesca Novak and Linda and Pat McInturff
37. Palin's Tuscan Treasure, Gary and Francesca Novak and Linda and Pat McInturff
38. Cherlyn's Andrew Wyeth To Pyrfection, Robert and Cheryl Young and Janet Weymouth
39. Suepy's Extreme Closeup, Sue Cole
40. Palin's Raising A Ruckus, Linda and Pat McInturff
41. Guardena's Impyrial Boardwalk Empire, Karen Justin and Carolyn, Donna and Victoria Coffman
42. Impyrial's Guardena Man Of Steel, Karen Justin and Carolyn, Donna and Victoria Coffman
43. Guardenia's Impyrial Coup D'Etat, Victoria, Carolyn and Donna Coffman and Karen Justin
44. Guardenia's Impyrial Lean On Me, Karen Justin and Carolyn, Donna and Victoria Coffman
45. Guardenia's Impyrial Dutchess Of Cambridge, Victoria, Carolyn and Donna Coffman and Victoria Coffman
46. Guardenia's Impyrial Lotus Blossom, Karen Justin and Carolyn, Donna and Victoria Coffman
47. Framboise Alpine's Wind Rain And Fire, Peggy and Stephen Hughes
48. Framboise Something Ventured Something Gained, Peggy and Stephen Hughes and Peggy Watson
49. R Pyr Euzkalzale River Walk!, Terry Denney-Combs and Terrie Strom

Owners: (Owner of 3 dogs with Health Awards and not previously awarded) 11
Tim and Teresa Swain
Cynthia Miccio
Tracy Bassett
Marcy Bankus
Bernadette Ducker
Rhonda Dalton
Linda and Pat McInturff
Wendy Olson
Cheryl Grimshaw
Deanna Knighten
Peggy Watson

Breeders: (Breeder of five dogs with Health Awards and not previously awarded) 6
Tim and Teresa Swain
Marcia Stewart
Michael Costa
Linda and Pat McInturff
Cheryl Grimshaw